Abstract-Due to the large volume of data set as well as complex and dynamic properties of data instances, several data mining algorithms have been applied for mining complex data streams in the last decades. Now a day, knowledge extraction from data streams is getting more complex because the structure of the data instance does not match the attribute values when considering the tabulated data, texts, web, images or videos etc. In this paper, we address some difficulties of mining complex data streams such as dealing with continuous attributes, input attribute selection, and classifier construction. The proposed discretization algorithm finds the possible cut points in continuous attributes using information gain heuristic and naïve Bayesian classifier that can separate the class distributions. We evaluate the proposed algorithms on several benchmark data sets from UCI machine learning repository. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method improves the quality of discretization of continuous attributes and scales up the classification accuracy for different types of classification problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mining complex data stream is the process of extracting knowledge from large volume of data set that come from real life applications. In data stream classification technique, we need to consider many issues such as discretization of continuous attributes, important input attributes selection from training dataset, removing contradictory examples from training dataset, and classifier construction. The contradictory examples appear more than once in the training data set with different class labels. It confuses the learning algorithms, so these examples should be avoided or labeled correctly before learning.
A. Motivation
To develop highly adaptive system that allows selflearning from streaming data (collected in real-time sensory data, video, speech, advanced industrial applications, intrusion detection etc) is becoming a challenging research issue for intelligent computational researchers. Data mining is the process of analyzing data from large stores of data to discover patterns and summarizing it into useful information. Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical algorithms to segment the data and evaluate the probability of future events. Data mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD). In classification problems of supervised learning most of the learning algorithms only deal with the discretized or symbolic attribute values. So it is necessary to transform the continuous attribute into discretized attribute [1] - [4] . The discretized intervals can be treated in a similar way to nominal values during learning and classification. The classification accuracy of data mining algorithm is depending on the quality of discretization of continuous attributes. This paper significantly extends our previous work on supervised discretization of continuous attributes in data mining [29] in several ways. First, in our previous work, we did not consider the attribute selection process. Second, we have proposed an algorithm for handling the contradictory training instances in this paper. Third, more discussions are added for improved readability, clarity, and analytical enrichment. The discretization algorithm finds the possible cut points in continuous attributes that can separate the class distributions, and then considers the best cut point as an interval border with information gain heuristic and naïve Bayesian classifier. We have successfully tested the proposed algorithms on a number of benchmark problems from UCI machine learning repository. The proposed discretization algorithm can also select the redundant attributes from training dataset and also improve the data stream classification accuracy.
B. Dealing with Continuous Attributes
The objective of dealing with continuous attribute is to discretize the continuous attribute into a number of intervals (i.e., real number or integers). Ideally, each interval of the discretization should contain only the data instances that belong to the same class. It is very important to find the right places to set up the interval borders [5] Existing discretization methods partition the attribute range into two or several intervals using a single or a set of cut points, which are categorized into top-down or bottom-up approach. Top-down discretization starts with a single interval that encompasses the entire value range, and then repeatedly splits it into sub-intervals until some stopping criterion is satisfied. It gives a list of k-1 boundary points. From each boundary point, a binary partition is built by splitting the population at this point. The point which optimizes a given criterion is then retained as the cut point. The process stops if no improvement can be done. Bottom-up discretization starts with each value in a separate interval, and then repeatedly merges adjacent intervals until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
The information gain heuristic and naïve Bayesian classifier are well known discretization methods that enhance the performance of a classifier [6] - [9] . The information gain technique finds the most informative border to split the values of the continuous attribute. The maximum gain value always considers the cut point (the midpoint) between two attribute values of different classes. In C4.5 algorithm, each of the possible cut point is not the midpoint between the two nearest values, rather than the greatest value in the entire dataset that does not exceed the midpoint. The naïve Bayesian classifier also uses for discretization of continuous attributes by constructing a probability curve for each class in the dataset. When the curves for every class have been constructed, interval borders are placed on each of those points where the leading curves are different from its two sides. A few other methods such as equal distance division, grouping, k-nearest neighbors, and fuzzy borders are also applied for dealing with continuous attributes.
C. Input Attribute Selection
Effective and useful input attributes selection from the training dataset is a form of search. Input attribute selection involves the selection of a subset of attributes d from a total of D original attributes of training dataset, based on a given optimization principle that improves the performance of classifier. Ideally, attribute selection methods search through the subsets of attributes, and try to find the best ones among the competing 2N candidate subsets according to some evaluation function. In complex classification domains, input attribute selection is very important, because irrelevant and redundant attributes may lead to complex classification model as well as reduce the classification accuracy [10] - [16] . Sometimes, input attributes of training dataset may contain false correlations, which hamper the classification process. Some attributes in the training dataset may be redundant, because the information they add is contained in other attributes. Also, some extra attributes can increase the computational time, and can have impact on the classification accuracy.
D. Classification
Classification maps data into predefined groups or classes. It is often referred to as supervised learning in data mining, because the classes are determined before examining the data instances. Classification creates a function from training dataset. The training dataset consist of number of attributes, and desired output. The output of the function can be a continuous value, or can predict a class label of the input object. The task of the classification is to predict the value of the function for any valid input object after having seen only a small number of training examples [30] - [31] .
E. Structure of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related works, ID3 classifier, and naïve Bayesian classifier. Section III presents the proposed algorithms. Section IV describes the experimental results based on a number of widely used benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [17] . Finally, Section V presents our conclusions with future works.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The decision tree (DT) and naïve Bayesian (NB) classifiers are powerful and popular tools for classification problem in supervised learning, which are widely used in many applications in the fields of data mining, information retrieval, image processing, bioinformatics, stock prediction, and weather forecasting etc. DT is easy to implement and requires little prior knowledge. In DT the successive division of the set of training examples proceeds until all the subsets consists of examples of a single class. DT can be constructed from training dataset with many attributes. In NB classifier the prior and conditional probabilities are calculated from a given training dataset and then these probabilities are used to classify the known or unknown examples.
A. Related Works
In 1993, Fayyad and Irani [18] used an information criterion called minimum description length principle cut (MDLPC) based on information gain for discretization of continuous attributes. Also in 1993, Van de Merckt [19] proposed a criterion that took into account the homogeneity of the classes and also the point density. In 1995, Dougherty et al. [20] proposed supervised and unsupervised methods for discretization of continuous attributes by using entropy based and statistics based methods to find the relationship between the intervals and the classes. Supervised methods are only applicable when the datasets are divided into classes, which refer to the class information when selecting discretization cut points, but unsupervised methods do not use the class information. In 1995, Pfahringer [21] used entropy to select a large number of candidate splitting points and employed a best first search with a minimum description length heuristic to determine a good discretization. In 1998, Perner and Trautzsch [22] applied decision tree learning for discretization of continuous attributes, which discretized the attribute according to class values were calculated.
In 2000, Bay introduced univariate method to discretize an attribute without reference to attributes other than the class, which considered relationships among attributes during discretization [23] . In 2000, Hsu et al. [24] used mapping function to discretize continuous attributes as it was needed during classification time. In 2001, Ishibuchi et al [25] applied fuzzy discretization that created a fuzzy mapping function using an initial primary method and then used other primary methods to adjust the initial cut points. In 2005, Boulle [26] used bottom-up discretization to optimize naïve Bayes' classifier. It used a standard discretization model distributed according to a three-stage prior, which is Bayes optimal for a given set of examples to be discretized.
B. Information Gain Heuristic
The ID3 algorithm applies information gain heuristic for attribute selection from training dataset [27] . The attribute with the highest information gain value is chosen as the splitting attribute for node N in decision tree. This attribute minimizes the information needed to classify the examples in the resulting partitions and reflects the least randomness or "impurity" in these partitions. The expected information needed to classify an example in training dataset D is given by
Where p i is the probability that an arbitrary example in training dataset D belongs to class C i and is estimated by |C i,D |/|D|. A log function to the base 2 is used, because the information is encoded in bits. Info(D) is just the average amount of information needed to identify the class label of an example in dataset D. Partitioning (e.g., where a partition m a y contain a c o l l e c t i o n of examples from different classes rather than f r o m a single class) needs in following information to produce an exact classification of the examples
The term |D j |/|D| acts as the weight of the j th partition. Info A (D) is the expected information required to classify an example from training dataset D based on the partitioning by A. The information gain is defined as the difference between the original information requirement and the new requirement, that is,
The information gain heuristic adopted in ID3 classifier can be used to find the most informative border to split the value domain of the continuous attribute, 
C. Naïve Bayesian Classifier
The Naïve Bayesian (NB) classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier [28] . NB classifier is based on probability models that incorporate strong independence assumptions, which often have no bearing in reality, hence are (deliberately) naïve. A more descriptive term for the underlying probability model would be independent feature model. Furthermore the probability model can be derived using Bayes' Theorem. NB classifier estimates the class-conditional probability by assuming that the attributes are conditionally independent, given the class label c. The conditional independence assumption can be formally stated as follows:
Where each attribute set A = {A 1 ,A 2 ,….,A n } consists of n attribute values. With the conditional independence assumption, instead of computing the class-conditional probability for every combination of A, only estimate the conditional probability of each A i , given C. The latter approach is more practical because it does not require a very large training set to obtain a good estimate of the probability. To classify a test example, the Naïve Bayesian classifier computes the posterior probability for each class C.
Since P(A) is fixed for every A, it is sufficient to choose the class that maximizes the numerator term,
The naïve Bayesian classifier has several advantages. It is easy to use, and unlike other classification approaches, only one scan of the training data is required. The naïve Bayesian classifier can easily handle missing attribute values by simply omitting the probability when calculating the likelihoods of membership in each class. According to Bayesian formula:
Where P(C j |A) is the probability of an example belonging to class C j . If the example takes the continuous attributes then the probability P(C j |A) of the example taking attribute value if it is classified in the class C j . Given P(C j ) and P(C j |A), a probability curve can be constructed for each class C j :
When the curves for every class have been constructed, the interval borders are placed on each of those points where the leading curves are different on its two sides.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, we introduce algorithms for discretization of continuous attributes and handling the contradictory examples in training data set. The proposed discretization algorithm improved the quality of discretization of continuous attribute, which scaled up the classification rates in classification problems.
A. Discretization Algorithm
Dealing with a continuous domain means discretization of the numerical domain into a certain number of intervals. The discretized intervals can be treated in a similar way to nominal values during induction and deduction. This section presents the algorithm that produce remarkably accurate rules for difficult problem domains, and also the problems contain continuous attributes.
Given a training data set, N indicates the number of the examples in the training set, C = {C 1 , C 2 ,…,C m }, is the number of the classes that the examples in training set are classified into a particular class C j , A= {A 1 , A 2 ,…,A n } is the number of attributes used to describe each example in training set, and each attribute A i contains the following attribute values {A i1 , A i2 ,…,A ih }. For each continuous attribute A i in training dataset, sort the attribute values {A i1 , A i2 ,…,A ih } in ascending order. Then find the minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) attribute value for each class value C j in training dataset and select the cut points in the attributes values based on the Min and Max values of each class C j . Next find the information gain value and probability P(C j |A) value on each cut point, and select the best cut point with maximum values of information gain and probability. This cut point is selected as an interval border. If the cut point does not satisfy maximum information gain and probability value, then select the next cut point where information gain value and probability value are maximum at the same point. The main procedure of proposed algorithm is described as follows: select the cut point with maximum information gain value. 9. Find the probability P(C j |A) on each cut point and select the cut point with maximum probability value. 10. if both the cut point using the maximum information gain value and the maximum probability value is same then it can be taken as an interval border else consider the next cut point, where information gain value and probability value are maximum at the same point.
endfor
If the attribute values of a continuous attribute are same for all the classes in the training dataset that cannot separate the class distributions, then these attributes are redundant. So, we can remove the redundant attributes from the training dataset.
B. Algorithm for Handling Contradictory Examples
Contradictory example is the example that appears more than once in the training dataset with different class labels. Contradictory examples confuse the learning algorithms, so these examples should be avoided or labeled correctly before learning. Redundant examples are the multiple copies of the same example in the training dataset. It does not create problem, if they do not form contradictions, but redundancy can change the decision trees produced by ID3 algorithm. For mining complex data, it is better to remove redundancy from training data by keeping only a unique example in the training dataset. By doing so, it not only saves the space of storage in dataset but also speeding significantly the learning process. The main procedure of handling contradictory example is described as follows:
Algorithm II: Handling Contradictory Examples. by examples' majority class value in training dataset having similar attributes. 6.
Step 2 to 5 will be repeated until all the contradictory examples in training data are correctly labeled.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss some of the benchmark problems from UCI machine learning repository that have been used for experimental analysis.
A. Benchmark Problems From UCI Repository
Data set is the set of data items, which is a very basic concept of data mining or machine learning. A data set is a collection of examples. Each example consists of a number of attributes that is classified into a particular class. Following describes the six benchmark datasets that ware used for experimental analysis. attributes, but all published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them. The "goal" field refers to the presence of heart disease in the patient. It is integer valued from 0 (no presence) to 4. 5) Australian Credit Approval: This data set concerns credit card applications, which contains 690 instances with 14 attributes. All attribute names and values have been changed to meaningless symbols to protect confidentiality of the data. 6) Ecoli Data Set: This data set contains 336 instances, 8 attributes, and 6 classes for classification.
B. Experimental Result
All the experiments have been done using the above six datasets from UCI machine learning repository [17] laid out in Table I . In all, the six datasets have 71 continuous attributes. We have discretized each continuous attribute of the above shown datasets using proposed algorithm I, and then removed the redundant attributes from training datasets. After that using proposed algorithm II, we have removed the redundant examples from training datasets, and correctly labeled the class value of contradictory examples in training datasets. Table II shows the comparison of classification rates of each dataset after discretization of continuous attributes using proposed discretization approach, discretization by ID3 classifier, and discretization by naïve Bayesian (NB) classifier. The results show that proposed discretization method improves the classification rates with compare to ID3 classifier and NB classifier. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced new algorithms for dealing with continuous attributes and contradictory examples in training dataset, which improved the classification accuracy for different types of classification problems. It also removed the redundant attributes and examples from training dataset. The proposed discretization algorithm used information gain heuristic and naïve Bayesian classifier to improve the quality of discretization. It found the possible cut points in continuous attribute that can separate the class distributions, and also considered the best cut point as an interval border with maximum information gain value and maximum probability value. The proposed algorithm for handling contradictory examples in training dataset replaces the class value of contradictory example by examples' majority class value in training dataset having similar attributes. The proposed algorithms have been tested on a number of benchmark problems from UCI machine learning repository, and the experimental results proved that it improved the quality of discretization and classification rate. The future works focus on applying the proposed methods in real life problem domains of classification task of supervised learning and clustering task of unsupervised learning. At present he is acting as the coordinator from Bangladesh for EU sponsored cLINK project. Prof Chowdhury has been working as the external expert member for Computer Science departments of a number of renowned public and private universities in Bangladesh. He is actively contributing towards the national goal of converting the country towards Digital Bangladesh.
